Introduction
Numerous physical and mathematical model studies on fluid flow, [1] [2] [3] slag-metal mass transfer, 4, 5) melting, 6, 7) dissolution, 8, 9) mixing phenomena [10] [11] [12] etc. in gas stirred ladle systems have been carried out and reported during the last three decades or so. An extensive summary of these is available in a review published in this journal some years back.
13) The review together with many subsequent investigations suggest that physical and mathematical modeling studies of gas stirred ladle systems were primarily carried out under steady state flow conditions. Accordingly, the rates of various transport processes in gas stirred ladle systems were numerically predicted embodying the steady state velocity and turbulence fields in the system. Similarly, physical modeling of industrial ladle processing operations were also carried out under steady flow conditions, ensured by blowing the gas through the bath for a prolonged period of time prior to any detailed measurements. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Thus, practically very little or no information on ladle hydrodynamics, under transient flow conditions (which is relevant particularly during the initial as well as the post gas injection period) has been reported in the literature.
As far as the experimental measurements of such transient flows and the associated transient flow period (viz., the duration over which transient flow exists) in ladles are concerned, this requires detailed mapping of velocity field as a function of time. To this end, point by point flow measurement techniques such as Hot Wire Anemometry or Laser Doppler Velocimetry are likely to be not helpful since the duration of flow measurements at a point may at times extend well beyond the transient flow period. Thus, more sophisticated flow measuring systems such as, PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) is required as this can accurately capture and map the instantaneous history of the changing flows in the system. In the present work, however, a conceptually different procedure has been applied and tested for estimating the "transient flow period" in gas stirred ladle systems. To this end, mixing times in ladles have been investigated under both transient (during the initial stage of gas bubbling) as well as under steady flow conditions (ensured by purging gas over a sufficiently long duration of time) and from such measurements, corresponding "transient flow period" has been deduced. To demonstrate the present work, aqueous models of industrial scale ladles have been considered in which, water containing in cylindrical shaped transparent vessels was agitated by injecting a stream of air bubbles through a centrally located tuyere/ nozzle.
Present Work
To determine the transient flow periods in ladles, fluid mixing under both transient and steady flow conditions were measured in two different water model ladles (L (as filled)=0.5 m and R=0.3 m as well as L=0.41 m and R=0.25 m) for a wide range of gas flow rates in which, water was agitated by air, injected through a central vertical lance. The gas flow rates applied in the present investigation were so chosen that the corresponding specific energy input rate to the systems were of the order of 10 Ϫ3 W/kg 10) (typical of ladle metallurgy steelmaking operations). For such energy input rate values, typically big gas envelopes were seen to form in the vicinity of the orifice. Such gas envelops being hydrodynamically unstable, tended to break up into an array of spherical shaped bubbles within a very short distance from the orifice. These led to the formation of an air-water plume along the central axis of the vessel. The experimental apparatus consisted of a cylindrical plexiglass tank, a pair of stainless steel electrode and a strip chart recorder which was essentially the same as that applied in an earlier investigation. Details are available in Ref.
11).
To facilitate measurements of mixing times, a conductivity cell made from a pair of stainless steel electrodes was employed to record changes in the local concentration of a pulse tracer addition of 1 N sulfuric acid. This addition was made to the bath at a point just over the "eye" of the surfacing bubble plume. The change in local ion concentration around the monitoring cell was measured through changes in the water's electrical conductivity, and recorded via a strip chart recorder. The recording of the tracer response was carried out until the concentration was considered to have reached the homogeneously mixed value. The analogue response curve (i.e., millivolt against time) thus obtained is subsequently evaluated to deduce the corresponding bath mixing time. Mixing times in the present context are defined as the time required for the monitoring point concentration to fall continuously within a Ϯ5 % deviation of the well mixed value. A total of five different gas flow rates were investigated.
For a given gas flow rate and vessel dimension, several mixing times were measured by varying the instant of tracer addition in to the system. In the beginning of each experiment, the water model ladle was filled up to the required depth and a sufficiently large holding time was allowed to avoid any residual fluid motion in the bath due to the filling operation. Following such, gas injection was started and almost simultaneously, a pulse addition of the tracer was made to the bath. The conductivity of water around the monitoring cell was measured till a homogeneous tracer concentration was recorded by the conductivity probe. The measurement was then terminated, gas injection stopped and the tracer response curve (e.m.f vs. time) evaluated to deduce the corresponding 95 % mixing time. This constituted a measurement for a particular instant of tracer addition. Following such, the bath was brought to a complete rest and the gas injection re-started at the same rate. After a predetermined elapsed time, tracer is added to the bath and the mixing time monitored dynamically. In this manner, for a given gas flow rate , mixing times were measured for several instants of tracer addition. For a given set of operating conditions (L, R and Q fixed), the first measurement was made by adding the tracer into the bath after 10 s from the beginning of gas stirring. The last experiment, on the other hand, was carried out by injecting the tracer into the bath nearly 300 s after the beginning of gas injection. For each experimental condition (L, R, Q and the instant of tracer addition), a minimum of four and a maximum of six measurements were made, and an average mixing time was thereby determined. Variation between these measurements and their associated average fell within Ϯ15 %.
Mixing times thus measured are summarized in Table 1 in which, the influence of the instant of tracer addition on mixing times for different operating conditions are shown. These clearly indicate that mixing in the bath during the initial stages of gas bubbling is somewhat slow (or corresponding mixing times are large) in comparison to those prevalent during the near steady state flow period (viz., after a prolonged period of gas bubbling). These results also suggest that efficiency of bath mixing continuously increases and approaches their final equilibrium state from the very beginning of gas injection into the system. As seen from Table 1 , such trend in the experimental results was observed regardless of the vessel dimensions and gas flow rates applied. This is so as the bulk motion and eddy diffusion (these determine the efficiency of mixing) in the bath are relatively less pronounced during the initial period of gas injection than those prevalent at large time or at near steady state. To arrive at a reasonable estimate of the duration over which mixing times are continually changing (essentially equivalent to the transient flow period) from such measurements, mixing times as a function of the instant of tracer addition were plotted. As a sample illustration this is shown in Fig. 1 for the larger vessel (Lϭ0.5 m and Rϭ 0.3 m) at a gas flow rate of 1.6ϫ10 Ϫ4 m 3 /s. On the basis of such, a reasonable estimate of transient flow periods can be conveniently deduced.* Transient flow periods thus estimated are also summarized in Table 1 . There, within the range of vessel dimensions and gas flow rates investigated, the transient flow periods are seen to be relatively small and dependent on gas flow rate and vessel dimensions.
As the extent of variation of mixing times from one instant of tracer addition to another , is seen to be close to the limit of experimental uncertainty (Ϯ15 %; see also Table 1) , it was consequently decided to carry out some additional experiments , using a different location of the conductivity probe and a different criterion of mixing. In Fig. 2 , the variation of mixing time as a function of the instant of tracer addition is shown for the bigger vessel (Lϭ0.50 m and Rϭ 0.30 m) at a gas flow rate of 2.6ϫ10 Ϫ4 m 3 /s for two different location of the measuring probe. There, the progressive change of mixing times, similar to the results shown in Fig.1 is readily apparent. Similarly, the mixing criteria were found to have no effect on the general trend of the experimental results (viz., Table 1 ). On the basis of such observations it was concluded that the gradual decrease of mixing times with the progress of gas bubbling, as is observed in the present study is a characteristic of the mixing phenomena in the gas stirred systems. Consequently, a reasonable estimate of "transient flow period" can be deduced from the measured mixing times, as has been suggested in this study.
It is important to mention here that meaningful estimates of "transient flow period" can be derived provided the magnitude of transient flow period and mixing times are comparable. Too short a transient flow period, may not at all show the kind of differential mixing times, as has been observed in this study.
Parallel to the experimental work , numerical simulation of transient fluid flow in gas stirred ladle systems was also carried out via a modified version of the previously reported steady state, two phase, combined Eulerian-Lagrangian, turbulent flow calculation procedure. 14) In Fig. 3 , the instantaneous, predicted flow patterns in the relatively bigger vessel at a gas flow rate of 1.6ϫ10 Ϫ4 m 3 /s is shown for four different instants of time. There, as seen, the intensity of flow, except for the plume and the free surface region, is relatively week during the initial period of gas bubbling. Furthermore, the clock-wisely rotating vortex in the main bulk of liquid is initially small in size and moving with a relatively slow speed. With gas bubbling continued, the flow within the vessel intensifies and eventually produces the characteristic flow pattern of an axisymmetric, gas bub-ble driven system (i.e., a single large recirculating vortex located high in the ladle and displaced towards the side wall of the vessel, viz., Fig. 3(d) ). After about 15 s of gas bubbling, the flows within the vessel do not change significantly any further both qualitatively and quantitatively. To estimate the corresponding transient flow period from the numerically predicted velocity field distributions, the instantaneous mean speed of liquid recirculation (defined as:
) was calculated and plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of time. This shows that the mean speed of liquid recirculation, initially sharply increases and after about 35 to 40 s of gas bubbling, attains the near steady state value. It is important to note here that the numerically predicted estimate is in reasonable agreement with the corresponding experimental measurement (45 s; see Table 1 ).
It is evident from the above that the time to attain a practical steady state flow condition in such system is not significant. As corresponding time scales between geometrically and dynamically similar systems vary as l 0.5 (l is the geometrical scale factor between the model and the full scale systems), consequently, based on the results presented so far, it can be concluded that corresponding time scale in industrial size ladles is also not likely to be significant (e.g., with reference to a 150 tonne ladle, the duration of flow transients would be about 100 s or so). This implies that steady state analysis of fluid motion in gas stirred ladles is appropriate for all practical purpose.
Conclusions
The phenomena of fluid mixing in gas stirred ladle system has been investigated under both transient and steady flow conditions. It is shown experimentally that during the initial stages of gas bubbling, mixing in the bath is somewhat sluggish and the corresponding mixing times are relatively large. However, with the progress of gas bubbling as the system approaches steady state conditions, the efficiency of fluid mixing increases, leading to considerably shorter mixing times. It was shown that a reasonable estimate of the time required for the bath to attain steady state flow condition (i.e., transient flow period) can be deduced from such measurements as well as from a transient, turbulent flow model. Transient flow periods thus estimated were found to be relatively small, about 25-50 s or so. Based on such findings it was concluded that steady state flow analysis for gas stirred ladle system is appropriate for all practical purpose. 
